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Mangyans unite to fight for their 
ancestral land BY SHARL LOPEZ | PNFSP 

M 
angyan, pahigpitin ang 

pagkakaisa at suporta! 

Ipaglaban ang lupang    

ninuno at sariling pagpa-

pasya! (Mangyan, strengthen our unity 

and support! Fight for our ancestral land 

and freedom to choose!)  

This was the resounding theme for this 

year’s Mangyan Day held in Sitio Sigaw, 

Lisap, Bongabong, Oriental Mindoro. The 

event lasted from April 14-15 and it was 

attended by almost a thousand people from 

different sectors. 

History 

The Mangyan are made up of seven tribes -         

Hanunuo, Gubatnon, Iraya, Buhid, Bangon, Alangan and 

Tadyawan (HAGIBBAT) and live on the island of Mindoro 

in Southern Luzon.  

Mangyan Day started in 2008 and is celebrated every 

April in line with Earth Day and Ecumenical Tribal Filipi-

nos Month. The United Church of Christ in the Philip-

pines-Integrated Development Program for Indigenous 

People in Southern Tagalog (UCCP-IDPIP-ST), a member 

of PNFSP is one of the organizers of the activity. This 

big gathering is headed by HAGIBBAT-Mangyan Mindoro 

in coordination with Romblon, Mindoro Ecumenical   

Committee (ROMINEC), Bigkis at Lakas ng mga Katutubo 

sa Timog Katagalugan (BALATIK) and the UCCP-IDPIP-ST. 

Mangyan Day 2012 

People from different sectors gathered to celebrate Mangyan Day 

According to Pastor Marcelo Carculan, this year’s 

celebration is truly significant because the Gubatnon 

tribe finally joined the alliance. Thus, the Mangyans are 

strongly united in their aim to fight against projects 

which destroy nature and endanger their livelihood. 

To represent PNFSP, Mr. Vicente Salamero, Admin 

and Finance Officer, and Mr. Bruce Dig, SACLAT Assistant, 

participated in this meaningful event. For them, they 

truly appreciated how the tribes’ elders instill the value 

of upholding their culture and tradition to the younger 

generation.  Both of them enjoyed integrating with the 

Mangyans, since they learned a lot about the problems  
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Bantay Bigas calls for unconditional 
quantitative restrictions  

T 
he implication of lifting the quantitative 

restrictions (QR) on imported rice was the 

topic of Bantay Bigas’ forum last April 24, 

2012. There was an urgent need to address 

the issue since the expiration of the last QR negotiations 

is on June 30, 2012. 

BY SHARL LOPEZ | PNFSP 

WTO Agreement 

The Philippines entered the World Trade Organiza-

tion in 1995 and since it is a developing country, it was 

allowed to have a quantitative restriction on rice as a 

form of protection in order to prevent the flooding of 

cheaper imported rice that enters the country. 

The expiration of the QR was supposed to be in 2005, 

10 years after entering into the WTO, but the Philippines 

negotiated with other countries under the WTO to ex-

tend it until June 2012. However, seven years after the 

initial extension, the agriculture sector is still backwards 

and low-tech, and cannot compete with the sudden    

influx of cheaper imported rice. Because of this, the    

Philippine government is seeking another round of      

extension for at least three years. 

It must be noted, however, that decisions at the 

WTO must be reached by consensus and the Philippine’s 

request can be blocked if even one member is opposed 

to it. There are nine countries that have expressed their 

interest to enter into negotiations, namely: Thailand, 

Vietnam, Pakistan, China, India, El Salvador, Australia, 

Canada and the United States of America. 

Among the major concerns regarding the negotiation 

are the concessions that the other countries will ask.  

According to Noel Padre, Officer-in-Charge of DA’s Policy 

Research Service, there are three main concessions on 

rice. One of them is the reduction of in-quota (Minimum 

Access Volume) tariffs, which will be lower than the   

current 40%. The second is the expansion of MAV, higher 

than the present 350,000 metric tons. And there are also 

the country-specific quotas. 

“There are other non-rice concessions, example is 

the importation of fruits from Australia or that there will 

no longer be tariffs for imported sugar,” added Padre. 

Tarrification is also possible if requests are deemed too 

costly. This means that tariff equivalent of the Special 

Treatment (QR) will be computed. 

Food Security Initiatives 

Hon. Rafael Mariano, representative of AnakPawis 

Partylist, then presented the different initiatives to   

attain food security being pushed by progressive        

partylists in Congress and people’s organizations. Among 

them are the Genuine Agrarian Reform Bill, Rice Industry 

Development Act and a bill asking for a moratorium on 

land use conversion. 

Mariano further explained that if in the 17 years  

during the extension of the QR the Philippines has been 

self-sufficient in rice production, then we would have a 

leverage if the QR will be removed. As a Congressman, 

he has therefore called on the government to increase 

the budget of the DA and the National Food Authority. 

The former to assist the farmers and improve agricultural 

facilities and the latter to increase the government’s 

procurement of rice for food security. 

During the open forum, it was suggested that the 

Philippines should be removed from the WTO in order to 

evade the unjust policies that it requires. Mariano      

answered that “a country with a strong economy and 

that has a market for the goods of other countries can 

engage in bilateral agreements with other countries as 

opposed to the WTO.” 

State of negotiations 

NFA’s administrator and chief negotiator, LIto      

Banayo disclosed that the government is experiencing 

difficulty in negotiating with the USA and Canada       

because of the country’s strict rules on imported meat. 

The DA recently issued Administrative Order 22 gov-

erning freshly slaughtered and frozen meat. According to  
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Feeding program to 
address malnutrition  

 

T 
he Katinnulong Daguiti 

Umili iti Amianan 

(Kaduami) together with 

AKAP BATA Partylist, 

and the Department of Social      

Welfare and Development (DSWD) 

organized a feeding program for 125 

children who were evaluated as   

malnourished by local health      

standards. It was held in Pinsao     

Elementary School in Baguio City last      

December 2011. KADUAMI was also 

assisted by ORNUS (Organisasyon  

dagiti Nakurapay nga Umili iti      

Syudad), which organizes the urban 

poor communities in the city. The 

objective of the project is to        

increase the weight of the children 

by the end of school year 2011-2012. 

Parents of the school children 

took an active role in helping to cook 

and serve the supplementary meals. 

It is done on a rational basis so that 

the parents can participate at least 

once a week. They also gave sugges-

tions during the planning of the menu 

to ensure that the children will eat 

nutritious foods.  

Upon seeing pictures of the  

feeding program, students from the 

class of Ms. Agnes Mariano of Brent 

International School became inspired 

to help the program. They then    

provide afternoon snacks every   

Monday. 

But more than the giving of food, 

the parents and teachers must also 

attend study sessions on health,   

nutrition, human rights and discus-

sions on other issues affecting them. 

Logframe training as 
guide for POs 

BY TERESA DE VERA | PNFSP 

A 
ll participants thanked 

PNFSP for facilitating 

and sponsoring the 

N e g r o s - w i d e  

“Logframe Development Training” 

held on November 14-16, 2011 at  

Don Bosco, Bacolod City, Negros 

Occidental.  They are mainly     

composed of NRAPSED (Negros for 

Socio-Economic Development) and 

other partner organizations in the 

island. 

The 3-day intensive training 

aimed to train the officers, peoples' 

organizations and community/parish 

workers in project proposal writing, 

enhance their capacity by under-

standing the basic concepts  and 

methods of logframe development 

and making an actual project     

proposal matrix through various 

workshops.  Project proposals    

centered mostly on improving the 

food sufficiency  of farmers and 

their families in their communities 

and barangays that used to cultivate 

monocrop sugarcane and then 

shifted to multicropping,  lessening 

the impact of natural disasters in 

agricultural production and address-

ing malnutrition and health       

problems among women and      

children. 

Evaluation by participants posi-

tively pinpointed their achieved ex-

pectations, learned various new 

concepts and techniques, updates 

on trends and policies of possible  

project donors and grantees, the 

importance of research and baseline  

data, and the need for group and 

collective efforts from the project's 

conception and writing, to its imple-

mentat ion and assessment.        

Logframe, according to them, 

though newly introduced, was help-

ful in aiding the NGO, PO officers, 

writers as well as staffs as it       

systematically presented the differ-

ent project components in a single 

frame therefore guiding the organi-

zation to easily understand the  

complete process. “At first I found 

the logframe a complicated method, 

but as we go along the training, the 

process was helpful in guiding us  in 

our proposal writing”, said Toto   

Belnas, NRAPSED officer.   

Jhana Tejome, who served as 

the trainor urged the participants to 

continue with their   current ef-

forts. According to her, constant 

practice, including logframing, 

makes our work perfect. 

This article can also be found in Kaduami’s 

website: www.kaduami.wordpress.com/ 

A trainee explains the problem in 

their community  
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PNFSP holds successful island-
wide consultations  

Mindanao-wide consultation 

BY TERESA DE VERA | PNFSP 

Network members gathered and tackled food security 

situation and updates,  problems encountered and pro-

posed solutions and approaches to further improve ser-

vices and enhance  food security programmes in their 

respective regions and communities. 

Network members shared their experiences,         

initiatives and best practices on sustainable agriculture 

and community level appropriate technology projects. 

Notable is the integration of sustainabilityin agriculture 

and food security concepts to education and training  

programs among indigenous peoples and communities in 

Mindanao and Luzon. 

The National Secretariat on the other hand discussed 

the network's summary assessment of 2010 and 2011, 

focusing on the major achievements in advocacy work, 

capability building activities and SACLAT (Sustainable 

Agriculture, Community-Level Appropriate Technology) 

pilot areas in Isabela, Panay and Saranggani provinces. 

Jhana Tejome, the Executive Director of PNFSP also   

presented current issues and  state of food insecurity in 

the Philippines despite the government's Conditional 

Cash Transfer program to combat hunger and poverty, 

the rising prices of food, continuing conversion of       

agricultural lands, quantitative restrictions and the    

importation of rice, and threats to food security due to 

massive large-scale mining activities especially in       

Mindanao and Northern Luzon. 

 

Network members look forward to having annual  

island-wide meetings for increased capacity building  

activities like trainings and to hold cross-visits among 

members to share and exchange experiences and       

cooperation in the areas of SACLAT. The plan to conduct 

a nationwide research on the impact of land-use and 

crop-conversion to our food-sufficiency also brought out 

interests and  suggested additional methods for members' 

participation. 

Visayas-wide consultation 

T 
e  an-

n u a l 

island-

w i d e 

consultation meet-

ings for Luzon, 

Visayas and Min-

danao were held 

consecutively in 

April, May and 

June, 2012.   

Plans, themes and program details for the Annual 

National Food Security Conference on August were exten-

sively deliberated to ensure its goals and success. The 

members basically were unified on this year's theme 

which is  "Ensure our Food, Strengthen our Agriculture, 

Secure our Future”. 

Luzon-wide consultation 
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Bruce Dig, SACLAT Assistant, signs  

the Mangyan declaration 
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Mangyan kids proudly  

showing off their artwork 

MANGYANS UNITE | from page 1 Baguio declaration         
asserts right to               
e n v i r o n m e n t a l              
sustainability 

A 
s part of the annual Cordil-
lera Day celebration, the 
first Bagiuo Environmental 
Summit was held on April 22, 

2012 in the University of the Philippines 
Baguio. More than 200 people from    
different non-government organizations, 
environmental groups, and individuals 
came together under the theme “Fight 
for Our Land, Life and Rights! In Harmony 

with Nature and People’s Well Being”. 

The Summit was held in light of the 

worsening environmental degradation 

occurring in Baguio city. The residents 

have been experiencing garbage       

problems, lack of water, air pollution, 

food insecurity, shrinking forest area and 

biodiversity loss. The participants also 

blame the local government of Baguio 

who prioritize the interests of capitalist 

big businesses instead of the people’s 

welfare. 

The Summit participants formulated 
a “Baguio Declaration”, asserting their 
rights to land, resources and ecological 
sustainability. They believe that “the 
development of Baguio City’s land and 
resources should be managed and 
planned in a rational, cohesive, and   
holistic manner, to take into considera-
tion the welfare of the people, of future 
generations and the sustainability of the 
environment. Among their demands   
include a Comprehensive Land Use Plan 
of Baguio that balances economic devel-
opment and environmental protection; a 
waste management program for the city; 
the revocation of the permit given to SM 

Prime Holdings in its expansion project. 

After the summit, the participants  
organized a cultural parade and marched 
towards the office of the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources – 
Cordillera Administrative Region (DENR-
CAR) and the Baguio City Hall to submit 

copies of the Declaration. 

This article can also be found in Kaduami’s 

website: www.kaduami.wordpress.com/ 

beset the tribes. 

During the first day, there was a 

communal discussion and cultural 

presentations. Among the topics dis-

cussed were the United Nations Dec-

laration on the Rights of Indigenous 

People (UNDRIP), ancestral domain, 

indigenous culture, construction of 

dams, climate change, women’s is-

sues, livelihood, health, social ser-

vices, environment, human rights, 

etc. 

An impending issue threatening 

their lives is the different mining op-

erations being done in Mindoro. At 

present, there are more than 99 min-

ing applications covering 50% of the 

island’s total land area. These in-

clude Intex Mining, Agusan Petro-

leum, Chase Mineral, etc. 

The next day, there was a discus-

sion of the triumphs against large-

scale destructive mining, followed by 

an orientation about the KATRIBU 

Partylist and a dialogue with govern-

ment officials and local government  

units regarding the UNDRIP and Man-

gyan Declaration. Then, health pro-

fessionals volunteered for the den-

tal and medical mission to render 

services to the Mangyan people who 

rarely receive medical attention. 

Participants also had a chance to 

interact with the Mangyan children. 

The kids made several artworks, 

which is a form of therapy for them 

since they were able to express 

what was on their minds and how 

they were feeling. 

To show PNFSP’s solidarity, Mr. 

Dig signed the Mangyan declaration 

affirming indigenous people’s rights 

over their ancestral lands. 
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Nigerian doctor visits 
ALCADEV 

By MARIFE MAGBANUA | ALCADEV 

D 
r. Olufunso Odunukan, a 

Nigerian doctor, came to 

the Alternative Learning 

Center for Agricultural 

Development (ALCADEV)  as a special 

student of an internship program . He 

finished his program from the 9th to 16th 

of  February and this was jointly facili-

tated by Community Medicine Develop-

ment Foundation, (COMMED ,Inc),   

Community-Based Health Program 

(CBHP-Tandag) and Tribal Filipino     

Program of Surigao del Sur (TRIFPSS ). 

Dr. Odunukan tirelessly served well 

the five communities around the       

periphery of the ALCADEV school in the 

hinterlands of Lianga, Surigao del Sur. 

His brief stay meant a lot to the people 

since there are no regular doctor to see 

them.  He conducted free health consul-

tations and health education to the  

people especially on the issue of       

reproductive health. Even with the   

limited medical supplies, his patients 

were contented enough with the service 

he gave. He showed concern especially 

for those pregnant mothers who mostly 

lacked pre-natal care and for those chil-

dren without vaccination against      

preventable diseases.   

He also gave particular attention to 

the elderly individuals aged 50 and 

above with hypertensive cases and other 

health problems. 

ALCADEV students also highly      

appreciated Dr. Odunukan's visit for  

they are now more aware on 

health awareness of ALCADEV's 

students. The Year III and Year IV 

learners enthusiastically partici-

pated in the doctor’s reproductive 

health workshop. Aside from being 

proud to be taught by a medical 

doctor, the students found        

Dr. Odunukan’s lessons very     

insightful.  

During his last day at         

ALCADEV, a solidarity night was 

celebrated as a way for the     

students, staff, community    

members and leaders of thanking 

the good doctor for the contribu-

tions he made to the lumad 

(indigenous peoples) communities 

under the MAPASU organization. 

Dr. Odunukan's visit leaves an in-

delible mark on the continuing 

development of ALCADEV's com-

prehensive health program. 

the report made by the Deputy US 

Trade Representative Demetrios 

Marantis, “The ‘two-tiered system’ 

for regulating the handling of   

frozen and freshly slaughtered 

meat imposes very high standards 

on the handling of frozen meat, 

which is primarily imported, that 

do not apply to the handling of 

freshly slaughtered meat, which is 

exclusively domestic.” 

According to the Kilusang Mag-

bubukid ng Pilipinas, the US Dept. of 

Agriculture (USDA) wants the Philip-

pine’s DA to suspend AO 22 because 

it affected the trade of meat and 

poultry with the country and that 

the US is resorting to “political arm-

twisting and blackmail”. 

Petition 

Thus, PNFSP in behalf of Bantay 

Bigas is calling for the unconditional 

extension of the quantitative      

restrictions on rice. In its petition 

letter which will be submitted to 

the DA, Bantay Bigas cites several 

points: 1) to prevent cheap         

imported rice from flooding the  

local market, 2) so that farmers will 

not lose profits, and 3) to preclude 

big businessmen from dictating the 

price of rice.  

Admittedly, prolonging the 

quantitat ive restrict ions on         

imported rice will not solve the 

country’s food insecurity. It is only a 

safeguard measure amidst the neo-

liberal policies of the WTO. For the 

Philippines to achieve food self-

sufficiency, the agricultural sector 

must first be strengthened through 

support services and providing land 

to the landless farmers. 

BANTAY BIGAS | from page 2 
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N 
o black, no green, no blue, a short 

documentary film produced by RDC-

NL/KADUAMI, speaks of the eventual 

lost of colors in our environment due 

to irresponsible mining.  Funded by Evangelischer 

Entwicklungsdienst e.v. (EED), it vividly depicts the    

effects of magnetite mining which has definitely        

degraded the sea biodiversity.  Community people in 

quarried seashores complained of health problems and 

their vulnerability from sea storms.  Foreign-owned    

mining companies mostly operate in Cagayan, Ilocos and 

Pangasinan have enormously benefitted from the natural 

resources. 

No black, no green, no blue is backed with         

interviews of nationalist scientists like Dr. Benjamin  

Austria, Prof. Celia Austria, and Dr. Giovanni Tapang. 

The People’s Mining Bill (House Bill 4315) is mentioned 

which ensures the wise and sustainable development of 

our mineral resources. Responsible mining puts the    

people under control in protecting and developing      

agriculture and food  security. 

PNFSP recommends this film to environmentalists, 

students in all levels, and all those who love mother 

earth.  Let us help keep up the true colors of nature, let 

it not fade for as David Brower’s famous proverb goes, 

“we do not inherit the earth from our ancestors, we bor-

row it from our children”.  

Soil scientist pushes for organic agriculture 

BY JHANA JUNE TEJOME | PNFSP 

BY SHARL LOPEZ | PNFSP 

Rojas recounted her experiences working with farmers while working as a Regional Agricultural Officer in        

Mindanao. Even then, she strongly believed that if farmers practice organic and sustainable agriculture, their yield 

will be comparable and can even exceed that of hybrid rice varieties. Furthermore, the use of compost and other  

organic inputs will not harm the soil and these cost cheaper than purchasing chemical fertilizers and pesticides. 

When asked about the decrease in the yield of farmers who switch from petrochemical farming to organic     

farming, Rojas explained that “humus, humic acid and fulvus…these organic matter cures the soil first. They absorb 

the metals from the petrochemical fertilizers. They react. Once they are laden with metals, they will not be eaten by 

the plants anymore. That is why the first yield is comparatively less.” But she assured that native rice varieties have a 

high yield potential. 

Rojas even advised the audience, saying that “the only thing we can do to preserve our bodies and (protect) our 

children is to eat organic food.” And that is why we should go organic. 

F 
ilipino soil scientists are a dime a dozen nowadays, and PNFSP was honored to have Ms. Baltazara Rojas as 

a resource speaker in its forum entitled “Organic Agriculture: The Strategy to National Food Security” last 

March 16, 2012. 

“The only thing we can do to 
preserve our bodies and  

protect our children is to eat 
organic food.” 

In her talk, Rojas greatly  emphasized the benefits of    

organic agriculture and discouraged the use of chemical 

fertilizers. According to her, the latter are byproducts of 

oil. It has mercury, cadmium and other metals which can 

cause adverse effects in the body. 
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Agri modernization in the hands 
of the youth 

“T 
he capacity of a small airconditioning unit” is how Rex 

Bingabing, executive director of the Philippine Center for 

Postharvest Development and Mechanization described 

the Philippine’s level of mechanization when compared to 

its Asian neighbors – South Korea, Japan and China. 

 

Indeed, if the Aquino government is seriously pursuing its program of 

food self-sufficiency by 2013, it should then invest heavily on farm  

mechanization. 

 

The Department of Agriculture (DA) is planning to implement a    

medium term (2011-2016) agriculture and fishery sector mechanization 

and modernization program. According to Secretary Proceso Alcala, “our 

target in the medium-term is to increase the current farm mechanization 

level at 0.57 horsepower per hectare (hp/ha) to 0.8 hp/ha.” similar to    

Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia. 

 

With the 2.6 billion pesos allotted to the DA this year, the amount will 

be used to provide irrigator’s associations, farmers’ groups and local     

government units with more than 7,000 units of different farm machineries 

and equipments. These include rice drum seeders, transplanters, power 

tillers with trailers, mini four-wheel tractors, hand tractors, etc.  

 

But more than the machines, the government should also invest in 

knowledge and skills to improve the agricultural sector. This school year, 

the Bureau of Agricultural Research released an initial amount of 5 million 

pesos to fund an undergraduate scholarship program at the University of 

the Philippines Los Banos (UPLB) – the country’s premiere agricultural 

school. 

 

The program is offered to 3 qualified students taking BS Agriculture 

Biotechnology and to 7 students taking up BS Agriculture majoring in  

entomology, soil science and plant pathology.  

 

Likewise, PNFSP recognizes the vital role of young agricultural     

students and scientists in improving the backward state of the country’s     

agricultural sector. PNFSP, together with its members – Integrated        

Development Program for Indigenous People’s – Southern Tagalog (UCCP

-IDPIP-ST) and Center on Ecumenical Development Actions and Research 

(CEDAR) will organize a forum entitled “Agricultural Research and    

Development for the People to Ensure Food Security”. Through this     

forum, PNFSP hopes to challenge agri students of UPLB to contribute their 

knowledge, time and skills to come up with solutions confronting the    

sector that are sustainable and appropriate to rural communities.  

 

With their vibrant energy and idealistic views, the youth indeed have a 

vital role in ensuring the country’s food security. 
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